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(1) DIODES 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
Radiation Laboratory 
B8rkeley, California 

UCRL 2035 

LECTURE XIX 
August 18, 1952 

Eo Martinelli 
(Note!! by: w. w. Saleig, Jr.,) 
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VACUUM TUBES 

A diode vacuum tube conebte of a filament 
(or cathode), with means of heating it to 
obtain electric emis~!ion, arid a plate, or 
anode, which can be maintained at a voltage 
different from the cathode. The fundamen-
tal concepte of epace charge limited currents / 
and thermionic emission define the operation 
of diodee as well a~ all other vacuum tubeeo 

(A) Space Charge Limited Current 

Experimental evidence ehowe that, for given values of cathode plate epa= 
cing d, a saturation current ie reached euch that further increaeee in 
plate voltage V will not increase the current flow. Below the eaturation 
value, the current flow across the .tube may be derived ae follows~ 

(a) The electric field between the electrodes satiefiee Poisson's Equa
tion: 

(b) From continuity 

I = x_p 

(c) From coneideration of forcee: 

Force = ~ = • ~~ 

where jP = charge/cm2 = f(v) 

x = Particle velocity 
I = Current/cm2 

Solving Equatione 1, 2 and 3 eimultana6Ul'!ly, multiply equation 3 
by X:: 

dv ·-dx 
dx = m 
dt 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 
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From Conservation of Energy: 

112 mX2 = eV(x) 

(Kinetic energy = Potential drop) -

Th11refore: 

i: = ( ;•) 112 (V·) 112 

Substituting equation 2 into equation 1~ 

i: d~ = 4'11'I 

Combining equatione 6 and 7: 

1 2• 112 112 d2v 
I= ,~<m> v 2 

-<+ dx 

let 

Then · 1 112 
1 2e 1 2 Vo xnl2 Vo (n-1)~-2 

I = 4(m) dn/2 dn n 
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(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

. (10) 

But I ie not a function of xb Chooee ri to eliminate x~ 

~ + n - 2 = 0 (11) 

n=-f-
Therefore : ' 

v = v 0 ( -~ )4/3 (12) 

Interpreting Equation3 12, one !eee that the plate voltage, a~ eeen by 

\1 

d . 
(A !'lool:) 

FIG 2. 

the filament, is ehieldsd out by some 
phenomena. The current becomes (from 
equation~ 10 and l~): 

I 3/2 
I = _1_(2o)l 2~ - ~ (13) 

·. 91T m a2 9 

(This expreesion ie called Child's Equation) 
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AbOV$ the saturation current, neither incr~ase~ in th~ rate of emitting 
·particle from the~~ filament~ nor increaMe in the filament=plate potential 9 

will increaee the current fl~lo This i~ due to the ph~nomena of "space 
chB.rge 11 'o A~ more and more particles accumulate in the l'!pacdt between the 
filament and the plate, they form a cloud of the same charge as the emit= 
ted particles~ and hence 9 drive the emitted particles back to the fila= 
mento 

For electrons~ space charge limitf occurs at rather high values of cur= 
rent~ 

Let 
"' V "" 300 Volts j 

d
0 

"" 1 millimeter Then I "" 3 ampe/cm2 

For heavier particles~ the 
EMISS\ON 
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FIGURE 3 

limitation occur8 at much ~maller valueso · 

Vacuum tubes are often run in the 
space charge limited range to ob
tain stable con~tant currentso 
This is called running 11Emieeion 
Limited" o 

(B) Thermionic Emission 

NUMBER 
0~ 

5Lt=CTRON$ 

Ne 

At a certain tempt9rature~ different for each material, metale will emit 
electrons in a fashion anologoue to vapor produced by a boiling liquido 
The particles gain an energy sufficient to escape from the holding pe= 
tential of the eurfaceo . Two classes of electron~ exist in a metal~ (1) 
The bound electrons which are part of the atoms and (2) Th~ free electrons 
which circulate between the atom~ of th~ materialo These free electrons 9 
held b,y a potential of the order of 4 volts 9 are the ones which are emit= 
ted when the metal is heatedo 

Consider a Maxwellian energy distribution of the electrons in a metal~ 

N (E)dE "" CE1/ 2e=E/kT 
(I (14) 

k ~ Boltzman Constant 

ENt;.RGY E. 

FIGURE 4 
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Then the number of fast electrons, which have a energy greater than the 
"work function", 5P, of the metal (E >~) and can thus e~cape: 

N = cu.- P/k.T (15) 
(E) Jt?} . 

In terms of current this ie: 

I= KTe~ ~/k.T (16) 

Put in the obeerved value of 99(5 volte)o Then KT mu!t be the order of 2 
volts or 24 9 000° K, to agree with observed evidenceo Thus, if electrons 
had a Maxwellian Disbribution of energy, the metal would not begin to emit 
until the temperature was, the order of 24~000° Ko But experiemtnal evi
dence indicates metale emit at 29 000° Co Thue 9 the elactrons do not have 
Maxwellian energy distribution in the metalo 

A theoretical expl.anat:ion which more accurately fits experimental obser
vations was developed by Richardson and PQuli ~Quantum Mechanic!!! and 
the statbtics of Fermi and D1raco tJSIN 
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F1GURE 5 
At very low temperatures eurplus electrons exist in a free state which. 
gives them far more energy~ than the tel'ilpe:rattire of the metal permits, 
becau~e they cannot occupy lower energy states from the arguments of 
Quantum Mechanic!o Once emission has !!!tarted, the Maxwellian dietribu= 
tion ie more and more closed approached until, for high temperaturee, 
it holdeo (At very high temperatures, the Summerfield-Pauli equations 
yield the Maxwellian form)o The same phenomena is noted for gaseso 
At room temperature!, the molecules of a ga~ have a Maxwellian energy 
dietributiono ·At temperature~ near absolute zero~ the gas behavee·ae 
do electrons when emission ie juet startingo 

Im a Diode electron tube, current .can pass from filament to plate when 
no potential exiet!'l between them becau~e of the th~rmal energy of the 
"Boiled off" eleetronso 

I 
FlGURE 6 
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Diode tubes are used principally as detectors; and as rectifiers for either 
control or power purposes. 

(2) TRIODES 

In a triode tube an open wire electrode, called a grid, is inserted between 
filament and plate. A small change 
in grid voltage can now make a large 
change in the filament-plate current. 
Thus, a emall quantity of energy can 
be used to r@!gulate a large quantityo 
At cut--off, the grid, by being made 
negative with respect to the filament, 
stops all emitted electrons. 

0 

0 
·0 

6 
0 

6 
0 

6 
0 If the grid ie close to the cathode, 

only a small grid voltage i~ required 
to ~ing large plate voltages. If 
the grid is close to the plate, grid 
voltages becomes the earn$ order as 
cathode voltage~o If grid wires are 
far apart, it is hard to "cut off" 

the tube. Where one is using a triode as a ~itch, one wants close grid wire 
spacing. For use as a Modulator, coarse wire spacing is used. 

(3) TEr.RODE (Screen Grid lBQ!) 
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If a screen is inserted between grid 
and plate and held at constant paten= 
tial, then when the plate voltage gets 
above the screen voltage, the plate 
voltage remains constant. Thie gives 
a constant current region. This ar= 
rarigement also insulates the grid from 
the plate, so that a jumpy plate sig= 
nal will not disruptthe control ex= 
erted by th~ grid. 

PI FJ=ER.e-~ T 
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(4) PENTODE TUBE 
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FILAMOO GRID SCJUB~ PLAlE 
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If another ~urpre~sor ecreen ie in
eerted between the screen and plate, 
and tied to cathode potential, it 
will drive l!!ttcondary electrone emit= 
ted by the plate back to the plate 
and make for more stable operationo 
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